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**Be sure to pick a location free from overhead electrical power or telephone lines. The location should be
free from trees that could damage or stain the inflatable. An open area should be maintained for 5 feet
around and above the perimeter of the Princess Dollhouse. **
Operating Instructions:
1. Ideally, this unit should be set up on a level lawn area. If you must set it up on asphalt or another hard surface,
please place blankets or other padded materials beneath it.
2. Unroll and position the inflatable and locate the two inflation tubes on the side of the inflatable. One tube will
connect to the blower, and the other gets tied off with the attached strap. The tubes are located on opposite sides
of the inflatable. Place the blower in an area that is not in a direct pathway. Be sure that the blower is on a flat,
dry surface.
3. BE CERTAIN ALL VELCRO ZIPPERS ARE SECURED TIGHTLY; THERE ARE TWO. ONE ON
THE TOP OF THE INFLATABLE AND ONE ON THE BOTTOM OF THE INFLATABLE.
4. Plug the blower into your dedicated 20-amp outlet. If an extension cord is needed, you must ensure industrial
strength and has no more than a 50' extension cord. Stake down the inflatable in at least two opposite corners.
Cover the stakes with a suitable material to protect children while using the inflatable.
5. Locate the on/off switch on the blower and turn it on. The inflation should take approximately 2 minutes. The
blower must remain on for the time that the inflatable is occupied.
Deflating:
1. Clean out any debris from the inside and turn off the blower.
2. Monitor inflatable as it deflates (takes about 4 minutes).
3. Attempt to roll inflatable back up. (We realize this isn't easy!)
**Cautions:
• Keep the front of the inflatable clear and accessible at all times.
• It is recommended that 5-6 children be the maximum limit allowed in the inflatable at one time. The older
the children, the fewer should be allowed in at once.
• Children should always remove shoes when entering the inflatable.
• You need to ensure that you have a dedicated outlet for this inflatable. You must not plug anything else into
the same outlet.
• Adult supervision is required at all times.
• If the inflatable is not completely dry, please do not roll up. Inflate and let run until dry. On a sunny day, it
should only take about ½ hour.
If you have any questions or concerns, please call us immediately.
845-298-0011 or 203-744-2295
Thank you for your business!
www.durantsparty.com

